
 

Campus closure August 2022
We inform you that the campus will be closed from 8th to 21st August.

If necessary, send an email to corso.edolo@unimi.it or call the number 0250330500

NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
The UNIMONT Centre at the conference organized by Confcommercio Veneto

On Friday 1st July 2022 Prof. Anna Giorgi - Coordinator of the Undergraduate Course in Development and
Protection of the Mountain Environment of the University of Milan, UNIMONT Centre – contributed her
expertise at the event "From destination to experience: today's mountains for tomorrow's tourism” in
Belluno, where the mountains were the focus of attention and debate in view of major events such as the
2026 Winter Olympics.

UNIMONT, Center of Excellence of the University of Milan, took part in the meeting "Do people still live in
parks?"

On Saturday 2nd July 2022 Prof. Anna Giorgi - Coordinator of the Undergraduate Course in Development
and Protection of the Mountain Environment of the University of Milan, UNIMONT Centre – took part in the
meeting "Do people still live in parks?" in Ronco Canavese in the Soana Valley organized on the 100th
anniversary of the institution of the Gran Paradiso National Park. A chat with the Associazione Riabitare
l’Italia, the Italian Meteorological Society, UNIMONT - University of Milan - Officine Giovani Aree Interne
and Consorzio Caire.

Prof. Anna Giorgi at a hearing at the Department of Regional Affairs and Autonomies as part of the ITALIAE
project
Prof. Anna Giorgi, Full Professor of the University of Milan - UNIMONT, Coordinator of the Undergraduate
Course in Development and Protection of the Mountain Environment and Scientific Coordinator of the CRC
Ge.S.Di.Mont., presented current scenarios and future prospects relating to the sustainable development
of mountain areas in a meeting with the Presidency of the Council of Ministers - Department of Regional
Affairs and Autonomies.

UNIMONT reports: public notice for the activation of 30 Green Communities
The UNIMONT Center of the University of Milan reports the notice published by the Department for
Regional Affairs and Autonomies (DARA) of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers which will support
the launch of 30 Green Communities in the Italian mountain and rural areas.

Aging at an altitude of 2000m - an innovative method for the maturation of wine?

The event "From the igloo to the chalice, tasting at 2000 m" took place on Saturday 9th July 2022 at the
Petit Pierre refuge in Corno d'Aola organized by the Pontedilegno -Tonale Consortium with the support of
UNIMONT, Cantina Bignotti and the Consortium IGT Valcamonica wines. During the event, the main results
of the preliminary comparative analyses conducted by UNIMONT researcher Davide Pedrali were
illustrated, between the wines placed in igloos last winter and those that, on the other hand, finished
aging in the cellars on the valley floor.

Edolo, thanks to UNIMONT - decentralized Campus of the University of Milan - in the center of the Alpine
Region
Watch the video of the meetings organized by the UNIMONT Centre - University of Milan, in collaboration
with the Lombardy Region, in the framework of the European Strategy for the Alpine Macro-Region
(EUSALP) to promote the implementation of policies for a sustainable future in mountain territories. Read
the story of Rosanna's experience.
 
Field trip in Valle Camonica for the (re) discovery of rye and medicinal mountain herbs 
Many people took part in the field trip on Friday 15th July organized by UNIMIONT - a University of Milan
Campus, entitled "Good practices for the cultivation and processing of rye and mountain medicinal
plants”, held in Valle Camonica. The field trip was organized as part of the CereAlp project: Good practices
for the cultivation and processing of cereals.

UNIMONT at the EUSALP Summer Camp: an opportunity to promote the exchange of ideas among the
young people of the Alpine Region
Rosanna Minello, first year student of the Degree Course in Development and Protection of the Mountain
Environment of the University of Milan - UNIMONT Centre, took part in the Summer camp promoted by
EUSALP (European Strategy for the Alpine Macro-Region). The camp was held in Predazzo (TN) from 18th to
22nd July.

Congratulations to the new mountain professionals! 

On Wednesday 20th July Ciullo MAagda, Previtali Marco, Binda Alessandro graduated in Development and
Protection of the Mountain Environment.

STUDY IN UNIMONT
Admission is open for the First Level Specialising Master in Project Management for Mountain areas
Become a planner for the sustainable development of mountain areas! Enroll in the First Level Master in
Project Management for the Mountains organized by the UNIMONT Centre of the University of Milan in
collaboration with the Regional Affairs and Autonomy Department of the Presidency of the Council of
Ministers. Enrol! CLICK HERE!

Enrollment for the Undergraduate Course in Development and Protection of the Mountain Environment is
open
The UNIMONT campus in Edolo of the University of Milan has opened enrollment for the Bachelor's Degree
Course which prepares graduates to have good basic knowledge in the main sectors of agricultural and
forestry sciences, with particular reference to mountain environments, facilitating processes of innovation
and promotion of sustainable development and new activities, also in the context of the "green economy".

You can now apply for admission from 15th July to 23rd September 2022: ENROL NOW!

MOUNTAINSIDE: a new Master's Degree Course that allows you to study and become an expert in
sustainable development in the mountains, for the mountains
Enrollment is open for the new Master's Degree course in VALORIZATION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
OF MOUNTAIN AREAS - promoted by the UNIMONT centre of the University of Milan (class LM-73): a unique
and multidisciplinary university course that prepares mountain professionals in contact with nature, in
Edolo, in the province of Brescia, in the heart of the Adamello Park.
The International Master's Degree Course taught in English aims to prepare professionals capable of
promoting the development and sustainable management of mountain areas.
For more information: CLICK HERE!

Visit the UNIMONT Campus, Center of Excellence of the University of Milan and discover the educational
offer for mountain areas  
UNIMONT is the University of Milan Centre, located in Edolo, in the province of Brescia, in the heart of the
Central Alps, specialized in promoting the development of mountain areas.
The Campus includes a research center, CRC Ge.S.Di.Mont., and an education center, which hosts training
activities dedicated to the sustainable development of mountain areas; BOOK YOUR VISIT!
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CALLS, INTERSHIPS and JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Public Notice for the presentation of Intervention Proposals for the implementation of development
plans for Green Communities - Next Generation EU - Deadline; 16/08/2022

The aim of the call is to promote the development of 30 Green Communities in implementation of the
homonymous National Strategy of Green Communities.

FABIO FAVARETTO AWARD - 2022 edition - Deadline: 31/08/2022

The announcement relating to the Award dedicated to the memory of Fabio Favaretto with which CAI-
Veneto, the TAM Central Commission and the Mestre Section of the Italian Alpine Club intend to confer
two study prizes to master's degree theses that have intended to address the issues of use and protection
of the Alpine or Apennine Mountain territory.

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST IN THE PRESENTATION OF INTERVENTION PROPOSALS FOR THE RELAUNCH
OF ITALIAN MOUNTAIN TOURISM - Deadline: 30/09/2022

In the Transparent Administration section of the Ministry of Tourism, the Public Notice is available
regarding the "expression of interest in the presentation of intervention proposals for the relaunch of
Italian mountain tourism, through infrastructural adaptations, planning and promotion of tourism
products with a view to sustainability, to apply to the "Montagna Italia" measure of the Development and
Cohesion Plan of the Ministry of Tourism, pursuant to CIPESS resolution no. 58/2021 ".

NEXT EVENTS
11-15 SEPTEMBER 2022 | International Mountain Conference - Innsbruck
From Edolo to Innsbruck: UNIMONT contributes at the International Mountain Conference 2022 

During the conference, which will be held from 11th to 15th September in Innsbruck, UNIMONT, University
of Milan Centre, will preside over two discussion sessions. The International Mountain Conference (IMC), in
which more than 70 discussion sessions and workshops will be held, will focus on mountain research. The
IMC will be an opportunity for experts from different disciplines to discuss mountain-related issues in an
interdisciplinary environment.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Giupponi L., Leoni V., Gianoncelli C,. Tamburini A., Giorgi A. (2022). Endemic Plants Can Be Resources for
Mountain Agro-Ecosystems: The Case of Sanguisorba dodecandra Moretti. Sustainability 14(11): 6825. 

Palli J., Cagnetti C., Emanuel C., Ferrari S., Filibeck G., Forte T.G.W., Franceschini C., Giorgi A., Leoni V., Poponi
S., Ruggieri A., Piovesan G. (2022). The environmental dimension of ecotourism in Italian protected areas: a
comparison of two bio-geographical regions based on the assessment of accredited hiking
guides. Journal of Ecotourism.

ABOUT US
MOUNTAINSIDE: una nuova Laurea Magistrale per UNIMONT 
Montagne in Rete | July 2022
Studiare la montagna: l’incontro tra urbano e rurale 
Limina | July 2022
MOUNTAIN SIDE, una nuova laurea magistrale in lingua inglese per UniMont 
ValleCamonica Cultura | 20th July 2022
A Edolo l’università e la montagna 
Orobie | 12th July 2022
Green Communities: un bando per lo sviluppo sostenibile delle montagne 
GreenPlanner | 11th July 2022
Vini affinati nel ghiaccio Un futuro promettente
BresciaOggi | 10th July 2022
Ponte di Legno, prima degustazione di vini affinati in igloo 
Gazzetta delle Valli | 10th July  2022
Cantine igloo in alta quota: il gusto ci guadagna? 
Vigne, Vini & Qualità | 10th July 2022
Alta Valcamonica, all’asta (per beneficenza) 200 bottiglie conservate nell’igloo 
BsNews | 9th July 2022
È tempo di aprire le bottiglie uscite dall’igloo 
Giornale di Brescia | 8th July 2022
Ultime ore per partecipare a “Vini in igloo” 
Orobie | 7th July 2022
Valcamonica wines aged in ice “cellar-igloo” go up for auction for research 
WineNews | 7th July 2022
Il vino del ghiaccio si presenta. Un sorso di gusto e formazione 
BresciaOggi | 7th July 2022
Saranno venduti all’asta i Vini che hanno riposato tutto l’inverno all’interno di un Igloo 
I Grandi Vini | 6th July 2022
Altro che “temperatura ambiente”: ecco i vini affinati in un igloo 
La Stampa – Il Gusto | 6th July 2022
I vini invecchiati nel ghiaccio vanno all’asta (benefica) 
Corriere della Sera | 5th July 2022
Le bottiglie del progetto “Vini in igloo” finiscono all’asta Il ricavato? Finanzierà un giovane ricercatore.
Appuntamento a Ponte di Legno il 9 luglio: i vini della Valle Camonica protagonisti dell’esperimento di
affinamento in igloo coordinato dall’Università della Montagna UNIMONT verranno assegnati al miglior
offerente. La somma ottenuta finanzierà la borsa di studio di un ricercatore. È l’evento di punta di
un’estate ricca di eventi tra trekking e degustazioni ad alta quota 
GlobalMediaNews | 4th July 2022
Ponte di Legno: il 9 luglio al Corno d’Aola all’asta “Vini in igloo” 
Gazzetta delle Valli | 4th July 2022
Ponte di Legno: degustazione e asta per le bottiglie Vino in Igloo 
Askanews | 4th July 2022
Pontedilegno-Tonale, all’asta le bottiglie del progetto “Vini in igloo”. Il ricavato? Finanzierà un giovane
ricercatore 
La voce del Trentino | 4th July 2022
Pontedilegno-Tonale, all’asta le bottiglie del progetto “Vini in igloo”. Il ricavato? Finanzierà un giovane
ricercatore 
T-info | 4th July 2022
Le bottiglie del progetto “Vini in igloo” finiscono all’asta Il ricavato? Finanzierà un giovane ricercatore 
Radio Bruno | 4th July 2022
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All’asta bottiglie del progetto “Vini in igloo” 
Giornale Trentino | 4th July 2022
All’asta bottiglie del progetto “Vini in igloo” 
Giornale di Sicilia | 4th July 2022
All’asta bottiglie del progetto “Vini in igloo” 

Ansa.it – Terra&Gusto | 4th July 2022
All’asta i vini affinati sulla pista Corno d’Aola, con il ricavato una borsa di studio 

Dove Sciare| 4th July 2022

Authorized representative: UNIMONT - Università degli Studi di Milano 
Indirizzo e-mail: unimont@unimi.it 

Telefono: +39 0250330500  
Indirizzo: Via Morino 8, 25048 Edolo (BS), Italy. 

Vuoi cambiare le modalità di iscrizione alla nostra newsletter?
Aggiorna le tue preferenze o disiscriviti.
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